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curriculum report:

ideals into reality?
by mike reed
The current of faculty feelings is running fast and strong concerning
proposals of the Ad Hoc Curriculum Committee to change the academic
structure of UPS.
In the words of William Hobson of the Political Science Department, "You
lose the purity of an ideal when you try to translate it into reality." That idea
characterized much of the feeling regarding the recently-released report.
Professor Hobson agreed with most of those surveyed that the report had
problems, but said he "hadn't seen a better proposal yet," including programs
he had seen at other schools.
"The members of the committee directed their efforts towards a
'competency based' education rather than four years of 'fact acquisition'. I
don't think it's important for Poly Sci students to memorize facts. Rather we
should try to provide an education that teaches them to think analytically.
Any facts that they may learn here may—no, let me say will be obsolete
within four years of leaving the school.
"Of course you can't do away with facts completely. And I think the
photo by karl ohls — trail staff

Committee has tried to strike a balance between a content-based and a

Frank Herbert, award winning science fiction writer, autographed copies of his books in the UPS bookstore Tuesday.

competency-based education."
Dr. Gary Peterson, head of the Communications and Theatre Arts Dept.,

"the worm that came in from the desert"

agreed with the Committee's purpose, saying, 'We do need a new kind of core
experience, one which pulls together concepts, generalizations and

herbert

appreciation of rationale. I'm concerned, however, with some aspects of the'

captures crowd
by karl bhls

Frank Herbres lecture sounded disjointed, probably
because he did not give a canned speech.
Herbert spoke to an attentive audience of roughly 225

him make the movie, he said.
"I have the only two draft age boys who sent their
mother to Viet Nam."
In answer to a question Herbert said the chapter

people in the SUB lounge Tuesday evening. Herbert is a

headings in Dune were meant to "build a sense of an

noted science fiction writer. He is the author of 20 books

enormous amount of literature around a central point. It

including Dune which won the Hugo and Nebula awards

was successful because people would call and ask where

and the recent Soul Catcher.

they could get a copy of the "Child's History of Muad'

At the beginning he jumped from topic to topic with
seemingly little organization, just talking about whatever
occured to him as he stood there. For the question and
answer period Herbert abandoned the lectern and
microphone and roamed around the audience. He

D ib."
"There is no reality without mythology" he said on

will not get the unifying experience that the committee hopes for. I'm
concerned with the proposal which calls for increasing the number of required
core courses from eight to eleven. And I'm concerned with faculty acceptance
because of the elements of change. And change is just not easily achieved
anywhere."
Dr. Peterson shared another of his concerns,—that of increased staff
inplications,— with several others, including Dr. Ronald Van Enkevort of the
Math department.
"Take this idea of the Senior Seminar," he said. "Every senior supposedly
will have to take it. They've called for sections of 15 students. Well, there were
900 graduates last year, and that means there will have to be 60 sections. Who
is going to teach all those sections? Besides, if the topics are as general as they

another thought. "We saw a recent example of this with
the assassination of a President. The myth developed that

have been suggested to me, no one will have enough expertise to teach them.

he was a white knight cut down in his prime. Kennedy

As far as I can see, they can't help but degenerate into a 'rap session'.."

established a personal rapport with the crowd as he

would have laughed his head off if he'd heard. . . .Movies

shouted his answers out across the room and addressed

conciously attempt to create mythology."
About his background Herbert said, "I went to the

the questioners by their first names.
"Dune is being made into a movie„" he said. "The

report.
I'm concerned that, even with some of the proposed course areas, that we

Dr. Van Enkevort took issue with another aspect of the report.
"It says here that no more than nine units may be required in the major,
and no more than nine in supporting fields. Well, the Math department doesn't

University of Washington on the G.I. bill. It was a

require any courses outside the department. So if a student claims a Physics

pilot company is already in Algeria."
"I've been hired as technical advisor on the film and

different ticket then. There were certain things you had

major, he will be limited in the number of supporting courses that he can take,

to do. It was a cafeteria system. I knew I wanted to write

because Physics requires supporting courses. If he declares Math as his major,

will be going to Algeria. This means I'll be the third or

and I was there to find ammunition. The first semester I

he is unlimited in the number of courses in the other sciences, because we

fourth flunky." Also if the book's message is changed "I

took Psych one, two and three. There was no computer so

can scream and kick."

they didn't catch me until the last week before finals. I

don't require any supporting courses. It's absurd."
Dr. Van Enkevort said that, while that requirement remained, he could not

"I have not yet seen the script or even the tre3tment

missed only one sentence on the three tests."

of the book. In fact the only person I talked to was the

Herbert wanted to take three of something else but

special effects man. He assured me they would not be

was told he couldn't. He tried one regular semester and

making 'The Worm That Came In From the Desert."

left school, finding a job in psychoanalysis.

Herbert has a wide variety of interests. He said that
recently he has been "lobbying to end restrictive drug
laws. They support organized crime."

Years later he started writing science fiction.
"Science fiction is a magnificent genre," thinks
Herbert. In it he combines seriousness and entertainment

Herbert said he's also been building a windmill for his

own energy use.
On energy he said he is opposed to atomic power
plants because of their uneconomical cost and that over a
long period of time "the odds are high for a catastrophic
disaster!"

"and maybe I do a little bit of good."
"In Portland I was asked if I thought Science Fiction
was a ghetto.
'The mainstream is a ghetto .. . When done well,
science fiction has more crunch per page than any other
form of wi iting except poetry.

On a different subject Herbert began, "We all speak

"I advise struggling young writers to write as well as

different languages." It is English but the sounds arc

they can . .. successful Writers have the power to

different, he explained.

concentrate and exclude all else.

"The noises translate to each person differently.

"When you think something is the best it can be

Noises were words hundreds of years before they were

written, try to sell it. First find out who's buying that sort

carved into stone.

of thing. Send one copy to the best known publication. If

"When you write you're really translating noises into
symbols on a page. I'm successful if the reader

not accepted send it to another. Don't go the vanity
press," where you pay to get work published.

support the proposals. If they "cleaned it up", however, he would be in favor.
Dr. Keith Berry, head of the Chemistry department, objected to the
report's assumption about the nature of introductory and advanced courses in
the sciences.
"They say that each non-science major must take two courses in 'The
Natural World', which will no doubt turn out to be the sciences. One of these
courses must be on the introductory level, and one on the advanced. But
there's no way a student will be ready for an advanced level course in
chemistry after just one introductory course. He just won't have the
background. It will be necessary to create a new 'advanced' course on the 100
level. That will mean more staff, because every student at UPS will be required
to take it."
Dr. Berry also felt that the unifying goals of the plan were already being
accomplished.
"When I teach a chemistry course, I don't talk about pure chemistry. We
talk about things that are current, that are in the news, especially as they
relate to chemistry. I imagine other professors are doing the same thing, as
they relate to their departments.
"Who says we aren't tying together the courses now?"
Dr. Redmond Barnett of the History department was generally positive
about the proposals.

"Doggedness, determination, and perseverance" are

"I'm enthusiastic about what it tries to do," he said. "It attempts to make

say

the main qualities, said Herbert. One should also "have

an integrated experience of education. Also, it doesn't try to specify a

exactly what you mean, said Herbert. "Poetry compresses

something else to do to make a living. I worked in

complete program for the departments. It allows some flexibility in

language."

newspapers and sent two sons through school and one

implementation."

understands 75% of what I mean."
Writing poetry is a good exercise for trying to

Herbert said that besides novels, he's written several
scripts and shot documentry movies. The Tillers, was shot
in Viet Nam "before the unpleasantness ended." It is
about Vietnamese in the midst of the war. His wife helped

daughter through marriage.
"When a writer really writes he writes every day ... I
get a sense of enjoyment out of it."

Dr. Barnett conceded that a lot of details would have to be worked out,
and some main points would even have to be changed, but lie was happy to see
that UPS was not just resting on their laurels, assuming that the current
program was adequate, as most other schools do.
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bsu sponsors speaker

marxist-leninist opposes government policies
by karl ohls

James Steele, the National Chairman of the Young
Workers Liberation League, called for young people and
workers to unite against the oppression of government
and big business.
The YWLL is a relatively small leftist group active in
many causes. It is described as a "multi-racial working
class Marxist-Leninist youth organization affiliated with
the Communist Party USA."
Steele spoke to about 40 people in the SUB lounge
Monday evening. His appearance was sponsored by the
Black Students Union.

his family. Well I say lets help Steve Ford get his wish.
Let's put Gerald Ford out to pasture. He can walk along
the beach with Nixon."
The moderator got up at the end of the speech
and said that Jeb MacGruder got $1,700 to speak at
Steilacoom. He then passed the hat and asked people to
"contribute money so we can get James Steele back to
New York."

no repression in russia
During the question and answer session Steele said
that the effort to kick South Africa out of the United

He started by explaining that the current monetary

Nations was part of the world-wide effort to isolate

crisis in his hometown, New York City, was caused by the

apartheid.

banks, insurance companies and other large corporations.
And that what happens in New York will soon happen in

because it "puts the taxes on the corporations."

the rest of the country.

He said he supports Washington's Initiative 314
He disagreed that there is repression in Russia. On his

"After Nixon hijacked the election," continued Steele,

visit Steele said he found that Soviet Jews generally had

"he had an interview in a big newspaper in which he

large incomes and that many were involved in

called for an end to the new permissiveness. That means

government.

we've passed too many civil rights laws. The black

"The anti-Soviet Union propoganda is part of an

movement and other minorities are under the biggest

effort to narrow the horizon of the people of this

offensive since the end of reconstruction."

country. Russia is certainly not Utopia, they may have

"Nixon and Ford are like 'me and my shadow'," he
said. "Ford is Nixon without phlebitis. He can chew gum
and walk at the same time."

mistakes and they may have excesses.
"When they threw Solzhenitsyn out it was revealed to
the world that he had $6 million in a Swiss bank."

"The gains of the people are being

Steele supports detente as "one step toward peaceful

undermined ... who can live on less than $3,700 annual

coexistence." He blames the United States for not giving

income?"

ground in the SALT talks.

"I do it all the time," said a soft voice in the back of
the room. Steele ignored him and went on.

Steele believes former Black Panther leader Eldridge
Cleaver changed his once radical views for money. In a

"The banks and corporations have put the economic

recent Rolling Stone interview Cleaver said he was

problems on the backs of the working people ... What

disillusioned with communist countries, wanted to return

university in the country has not been faced with tuition

to the United States and supported the defense program

increases?" Steele charged that minority studies,

as necessary to the country's protection.

affirmative action, and open admissions were being

As Steele was leaving a middle-aged man went up to

eliminated. "They say that affirmative action

him, said he was a retired boiler maker and congratulated

discriminates against white students. Can you imagine

Steele on a speech that, he felt, contained truth.

such a thing ... They are saying to whites, 'the special

photo by karl ohls

needs of minorities cannot be met except at your
expense."
On reworking the priorities of the country Steele
thinks we could start with the military budget. "How

physical therapy
facts straightened

many children can be educated in a B-1 bomber how
"The Democratic candidates are not concerned about

issue of the Trail we featured a story
on the opening of the School of

rights of the Soviet Jewery but not with the property

Physical Therapy. Parts of the article

rights of the Indians right here in the state of Washington.

were not quite true-to-the-facts, so

steele impressed with cuba

our apologies to our readers and the

"Thirty per cent of the deputies to the Supreme
Soviet are under 30. In 1964 what would have happened
if 30% of the Senate had been under 30 during Johnson's
Gulf of Tonkin provocation?
"What if there had been 30% young people when Ford
vetoed the job bill?
"Take Cuba. There they say that privileges belong to
the young. We visited Havana University and found that
65% of the students are workers. And they spend not one
dime on educational costs. This is supposed to be a poor
country.
"In Cuba we stayed at a lush hotel. They called it the
last American contribution to the Cuban economy since it
was finished two weeks before the revolution. We learned
that because of the trade unions a worker and his family
could stay there a week for $5."
Steele said he was impressed with the social concern
people had for each other. On the 30th anniversary of the
triumph over facism the delegation went to hear Fidel
Castro speak. Salvadore Allende's wife was there which
symbolized to Steele the unity of the revolutionary
movements. "Everywhere we went we heard that in the
US we had the hardest struggle."
The delegation also attended a baseball game. The
games are free to the public. "As we were watching the
game they announced that our YWLL delegation was
there. And 30,000 people gave us a spontanious ovation.
Wow ... I wondered why. I learned they teach in the
schools what US imperialism tried to do to 'them. About
the blockade to starve the people and armed
intervention ... They've named a school Kent State
Martyrs School."

School of Physical Therapy and our
thanks to Shelby Clayson in helping
to get the facts straight.
The opening of the School of
Physical Therapy is planned for
September 1976 and will become a
part of the School of Occupational

GORDON'S
HASTY TASTY
2720 NO. PROCTOR

and Physical Therapy.
Search for a director is now under
way, said Clayson, presently assistant
professor' in the School of

SK 2 7272

Occupational Therapy and also a
registered physical therapist. In
explaining the distinction between
the occupational therapy and physical
therapy, Clayson said that the two

HAMBURGERS ICE CREAM
-

.411Ellow 4411111■ 4111110.4111.111.

are different, but related fields.
Physical therapists work with a
patient's range of motion and
coordination. Occupational therapists

DELICIOUS SANDWICHES

work with a patient's handling of
work situations, self-care and leisure
activities.
The HEW grant of $145,000 will
be used to remodel existing facilities

SERVED ON HOMEMADE BREAD ;

to meet the needs of the Physical
Therapy department, for equipment
and for support of the program
director and secretary.

COMES WITH GREEN SALAD

The interest in physical therapy is
growing. Nationwide, there is only
one opening for every ten applicants
to Physical Therapy Schools. The

AND FRIES

University of Washington has been
receiving approximately 200

Steele urged the young, women, senior citizens and
other minorities to form a voting block to throw out
unresponsive officials.

applications a year for 32 available
openings. The University of the
Pacific will admit only 16 applicants.

"I was reading a story in the Los Angeles Times. Now
I'm an emotional guy. And I read where Steve Ford said
he wished his father wouldn't

Senator Jackson, large corporations and the military budget while praising Cuba,
the Soviet Union and Initiative 314 during a talk in the SUB last Monday.

•••••"

the people. Henry Jackson is not. He's concerned with the

"I've had two very pleasing experiences this year when

trail staff

In the September 26th

many children can be housed in a missle silo ..

I led delegations of young workers to Cuba and Russia.

•

James Steele, National Chairman of the YWLL, attacked President Ford,

run for the presidency;

That he had planned to retire and spend more time with

In the future, UPS hopes to be able
to admit 30 students a year to Its
program.

WATCH FOR OUR SPAGHETTI
'EVENING SPECIALS - FANTASTIC ....
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communication studied

by-laws to be reevaluated
by liz code

Tuesday's Student Senate meeting began in the usual
manner with the vital comments coming first and then

the members going out to meet with the students. At this

moving to the more important business at hand. This

point Wiesmann looked over at the secretary whose hand

week Becky White began the affair with the accusation

was still and asked if she was geting the information down

that someone had stolen her hole-punch and she must go

to which she replied, "It will be in the Trail!"

look for it.
After these preliminaries were out of the way and

were to revive student forums, to form a Public Relations

Becky had left the room in bewilderment, Scott Nelson

committee to report to the Executive branch and take

presented a case to the Senate for the Lectures committee

care of reviving the Senate's image. Also, this committee

concerning the action that was taken to stifle the Masters

should publish the minutes of the Senate and distribute

and Johnson lecture last week. He felt that there was not

them, form a hotline with KUPS, create a publicity

enough participation on the part of senators in the various

department, and generally take over all press duties for

committees under Activities. The whole idea of the

the Senate, including writing rebuttles to the Trail.

presentation rested on the fact that any committee that

Gelbach explained that though there were retreats last

gets its funding from the ASB must have their contracts

year and objectives had been proposed, they had not been

for money approved by the Senate if the amount is in

followed through on. He also added that the forums did

excess of $1000.

not work because there was no attendance by students.

This was a section of the By-Laws that was questioned

Above, newly elected senators Paula Plamondon and Bob Hamchick
listen to a student proposal presented

SEN IORS!
Information about

by John Wong- below.

photos by tom pantley — trail staff

Other suggestions presented for the Senates' remedy

He did admit that the Senate should be more concerned

by a few students at the meeting. Jim Brown proposed an

about their functions and objectives than they are.

amendment to change Article IV Section 8 of the
By-Laws to read: All contracts in excess of $1000.00 with

and throughout the whole meeting, there appeared to be

the exception of those by Student Programming

more interaction between the senators themselves and

Committees, must be approved by a resolution of the

between the student public and the Senate than there has

Sutdent Senate before being signed by ASUPS Presdent.

been in a long time.

All in all, during the entire discussion of the subject

The idea was favorably received by the Senate and Lyle

A flag football game between the Trail staff and the

Gelbach, ASUPS President, went so far as to suggest that

Senate and Executive members was proposed and

the entire original section be deleted. Both proposals were

scheduled for one week from this Sunday. Another point

held to be decided on at the next meeting and the

of moving the time of Senate was brought up. The idea of

senators were asked to give them some thought during the

it being that perhaps more students would get involved in

interim.

it, and that if possible the meetings could even be held in

A most important issue that was presented at the

The Graduate School

the various living groups. The senators were also asked to

meeting was the entire question of communication

think about this to whichWiesmann replied, "That's two

of

between Student Senate and the student body.Several
interesting statistics came out of a speech given by John

things to think about now!"

Wong. The speech had come out of an article written for

discussion. The senators had gone to all the living groups,

Administration
Willamette University
Salem, Oregon 97301
Prof. Jann W. Carpenter
is on campus
Friday, October 31
See your campus

this issue of the Trail, stating the findings of a

save Kappa Sig and Theta Chi, during the previous week

Communications class study. One of the most interesting

and had explained the HJR 19 position.At theSAE house,

facts is that out of a poll taken at UPS only 25% even

rumor had it that HJR 19 would take away scholarships.

knew that Lyle Gelbach was President of ASUPS or even

Dean John English replied that it doesn't guarantee

who he was at all. The response to this comment came
from MichaelWiesmann when he queried, "But how about

anyone anything and that it does not hurt anyone either.
Overall the groups responded favourably to the senators

me?"
Wong suggested that there were three possibilities for

pleas and Wiesmann states that those who were not

aiding the situation. First, he felt there was a distinct lack

to go back to the groups the day before the Tuesday

informed before are informed now. The senators intend

of communication between the two bodies, second that

November 1st election. They also plan to send memo

there was extreme disorder in the Senate itself and third,

reminders to the groups.

the "age-old problem of student apathy."
Wong also proposed a few possible solutions starting

Plamondon and Bob Hamchick take downtheir campaign

with the Senate re-evaluating its functions, possibly

posters unless they are preparing for next year. The

changing its meeting time, not meeting every week, and

meeting was then adjourned at the first vote.

Placement Director

URI
Down Coats 6 only
$29.95
Dolomite Hiking Boots
10% Off on All Alpine
Design Tents in Stock
*Tents $69.50
Ski Shop Now Open
Sales - Repair - Rental

759-9611

The subject of HJR 19 was again brought up for

3907 SIXTH AVENUE

The meeting closed with a suggestion that Paula

Deadlines for stories, ads, letters to the editor
and personals is Friday at 3:00 pm for the issue of
the next week. Letters to the editor must be
typed, carry the full name of the author and
should not exceed 250 words.
Material submitted to the TRAIL is subject to
editing and will be published as space allows. Turn
copy in to the TRAIL office, room 214 of the
SUB.

LEGAL NOTICE
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that, in
accordance with Title IX of the Educational
Amendment of 1972, University of Puget Sound
does not discriminate on the basis of sex in the
educational programs or activities which it
operates and that Title IX, 45 CFR 86.1 et seq,
require such nondiscrimination. You are further
notified that nondiscrimination on the basis of
sex extends to employment with University of
Puget Sound. Inquiries concerning the
application of Title IX may be referred to the
Administrative Vice President, University of
Puget Sound, Tacoma, Washington 98416,
telephone (206) 756-3210, or Director of the
Office for Civil Rights, Department of Health,
Education and liVelfare.
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pr suggestions made to asups
Students in Dr. Gary Peterson's C&TA 335 class

a "Congressional Record" and ensure its distribution

tackled a tough issue when a problem-solving group met

50t minimum

Establish an ASUPS hotline with KUPS whereby

between the ASUPS and the student body.

students could call in and question guest ASB members.

The group discussed solicited input from the student

Revive the student forum program in which the

body, the ASB, and the various madia, and concluded

ASUPS would hold open forums and visit the various
living groups on a regular basis.

that students are generally unaware of ASB happenings
due to lack of communication, Senate disorientation, and
The group outlined suggested improvements in two
parts and presented their suggestions to the Senate. First,

DEADLINES

Become press spokesman to the media.

the group felt the ASUPS needed to re-evaluate their goals

Work on improving the ASUPS image to the
students.

and functions and stimulate more interaction between

Solicit student input on various Senate issues.

improvements in public relations could be made.

The group felt that an intermediary such as the
proposed public relations committee was necessary to

public relations committee responsible to the executive

open channels of communication between the ASUPS and
the student body.

branch of the ASUPS. The committee's duties would be
to
11 Publish minutes of ASUPS meetings in the form of

THURSDAY
OCTOBER 30, 1975
to discuss qualifications for
advanced study at
AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities
in the field of

BEFORE
PUBLICATION

individual ASUPS members and committees before any
Secondly, the group proposed the implementation of a

A representative
will be on the campus

For Publication
FRIDAY 3:00

Arrange for publicity of ASUPS events, meetings,
and elections.

the age-old problem of student apathy.

CAREER?

per Word

throughout the campus.

Monday to propose improvements in public relations

INTERNATIONAL

Bring Ads to Sandy
TRAIL OFFICE

Class members present were Joe Opray, Woody Eversz,

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Rm. 214

Katie Stack, John Wong, Ann Robertson, Raquel
Heuston, and Allen Steinman.

Interviews may be scheduled at

Call 756-3278

ups students collect for

PLACEMENT OFFICE

or Write
Trail Office

unicef on halloween

Ptv4
" Per3ONAL

"For most of the World's children
Halloween has become a matter of
life or death" says President Ford
who has declared Halloween, October

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

UPS
Tacoma WA 98416

Thunderbird Campus
Glendale, Arizona 85306

kbS

31, 1975, National UNICEF Day.
What does this mean for the UPS
student? It means that he or she will

HELP WANTED Two Bartenders Part Time, Nights and

have an opportunity to collect

Weekends, Hanks Tavern 524 No. K St. apply 10 to 5 pm.

BIG 6 FOREIGN

money for UNICEF, the United
Nations International Childrens

FOR SALE Bad knees force sale of 185 cm Spalding skis,

Emergency Fund.

new size 8 French made boots, pair of Raichle boots,

AUTO REPAIR

leather ski case and new boot tree. Interested? Call

Penny Baz, a graduate student,

572-7804 after 6 pm or ext. 3116, 11-1.

has been running the UNICEF
program at UPS for three years. It
began as a project for Homecoming

M.D. 37 WANTS TO GET MARRIED, Would like to meet

and since then has become an annual

attractive, intelligent girl 20 to 28. If interested, please

event.
"I have always felt that UNICEF

send picture and information to 812 Levering Ave. Apt

*Major Repairs on All
Foreign Makes

549, Los Angeles, Cal. 90024.

is one of the charities that has done
the most for people," says Baz, "it

FOR SALE Vintage Antique Adding Machine. New Paint!

gets the job done."

Low miles! No down payment! Inquire at TRAIL office.

*Credit Cards Accepted
Including Mobil

SAI, the music fraternity, is
HELP NEEDED Calculus Tutor wanted, call 752-5633.

assisting Baz in the UNICEF drive.
Groups of UPS students will be
collecting from door-to-door in the

APT AVAILABLE - Nov. 1 Furnished $100.00.' Close to

UPS-Tacoma area.

UPS. Call 759-4834.

3 A uJortn

Last year Baz and her group of
students collected almost $800. Baz
says that, —This year we will try to

*Ski Season Opens Soon!
Snow Tires, Anti-freeze,
& Tune-ups

SOX- "PA% *4

Ern

collect $1000."
UNICEF is working in over 110

759-3541 6th & Proctor

countries throughout Asia, Africa
and Latin America, providing
essential basic services for children in
the areas of health nutrition,

■11111■ .4111111e.

education and family-child welfare.

COUPON''■

.011Ellow

According to the UNICEF
committee, "ten cents can provide
enough vitamin A capsules to protect

BRING ME IN

three children for a year from
nutritionally caused blindness.
Twenty-five cents can buy enough
vaccine to immunize five children
against diphtheria, whooping cough,

AND GET

and tetanus. One dollar can deliver
enough high-protein food to feed

Middle Earth
Hair
Care

three malnourished children for a
month. Five dollars can stock a

$2.00 OFF ON

village pond with baby fish for

6th Ave.

potential protein supply. "

564-0111

Prizes will be given out for the

ANY PURCHASE

group that collects the most money.
For the individual that collects the

10% discount

most, the prize will be dinner for two
at Clinkerdagger Restaurant.

Campus Films Presents:

'Horsefeathers'
starring the Marx Bros.
Fri. Sat. 6:30-9:00

OF $10.00

We'reGetting
Carried Away

OR MORE

ALS* • i• • S.A. •-•-&-efirireeiVea. 't

with A.S.B. card

7104 6th Ave. 564-1472
■16110, ••■■

41111MIlo, 4111
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kerr wants stop in aid to south korea

by mike reed

third term as president." Kerr explains. "And in '72 he

Ex-serviceman Michael Kerr, who was ejected from

that depends completely on U.S. support to maintain the

South Korea recently because he was a political

current regime in power. We supposedly provide that aid

declared martial law, allegedly because President Nixon

'embarrasment' to U.S. forces there, was at UPS last week

to ensure democracy over there. But what we're doing is

was making overtures towards Communist China, and this

distributing literature condemning current leadership in S.

supporting a man who's an out-and-out dictator."

Korea and talking to anyone who would listen.

threatened the internal security of South Korea. What
that move accomplished was complete control of the

Kerr said that Congress should require something

The file on Kerr alleged that he had "involved himself

similar to an environmental impact statement relating to

newspapers, denial of the right to demonstrate or even

in political activities in the ROK (Republic of Korea)

foreign affairs before we get involved in this type of a

assemble, the admittance into evidence of 'confessions'

which are prejudicial to the Government of ROK and

situation; a statement that would assess the nature of the

against political prisoners, dissolution of the Congress,

which have a high potential to embarrass the

political leadership as well as the effect that any

and dissolution of the Constitution."

command ... his expeditious removal from the command

large-scale American business venture would have on local

Park then proposed a new Constitution, Kerr said, that

is in the best interests of the service."

businesses. In this instance Gulf Oil, he said, has driven

would allow an unlimited number of six-year presidential

local South Korean businesses to bankruptcy.
"Gulf Oil has admitted giving $4 million to Park's

terms (the previous constitution originally had a limit of

Korean Nationals who are resisting measures imposed by
South Korean President Chung Hee Park. Kerr denies this,

re-election campaign," Kerr stated, "and while none of

was printed only in Chinese script, so that few people

saying that all he did was write letters to congressmen and

our laws make it illegal to flagrantly buy off a whole

could read it. A massive promotion campaign was

President Ford protesting American financial and military

foreign government, theirs do. But Gulf spent its money

launched, and no opposition was allowed.

support until Park agrees to govern in a more democratic

wisely. It's a lot easier for big business to deal with a

"The result was, of course, that the Constitution was

manner.

dictatorship than a democracy." Kerr charged that

approved overwhelmingly, and that's where it stands

Park has, in the last several years, discarded any pretense

today.
"That's one reason why Communism spreads," Kerr

According to the Army, Kerr, 26, was involved with

Kerr is taking legal action through the military appeals
system to force the Army to state formally and explicitly

two four-year terms), among other things. The document

at democracy.

their reasons for removing him from the Korean theatre.

"Kim Dai Jung, the man who ran against Part in- the

continued. "We're not promoting democracy, we're

He is willing, he said, to pursue the matter through the

last election, has been put on trial on trumped-up charges.

promoting right-wing dictatorships like Park's and that's

civilian courts if he doesn't get satisfaction from the

Several years ago, congressional members of the

ripe ground for Communist insurgents to come in and

Army system.

Democratic Republic Party, which he controls, held an

utilize the discontent."

"South Korea is in a unique position in the world
today," said Kerr. "They are the only nation in the world

unannounced session in the middle of the night and

The University of Washington is Kerr's next target. He

amended the Constitution so that he could run for his

ultimately hopes to stir a nationwide letter-writing
campaign that will force Congress to deny further U.S.

Z GRAND OPENING DANCE0

ANA

SACK Don,
Discotheque
at North 1st and Tacoma Ave.
Your Favorite Beverage

Never a Cover

Now Open Tues. thru Sun. from 8pm

Safety ana Security has recently

0
-0

r2

featuring
Tues.-UPS nite-6 to8-Chicken &
Spaghetti $1.99 8 to 10-1/2 price Beverages
Wed.-Ladies nite everything 1/2 price for
all ladies

are implemented.

> central bike lock area considered

glirk

Underneath the Harvester Restaurant

foreign aid to South Korea until humanitarian measures

0

their bikes to school

would leave

been toying with the idea of

their bikes in one place and walk to

obtaining a central lock for all bikes

the class or building that they wish to

on campus. The reason for such
action is the increased rate of theft

go to.
As it stands now, there are bike

since September 2, 1974. Some 25

racks by the SUB, Thompson Hall,

bikes have been reported as stolen

the library, and by the various dorms.

and Safety and Security feels that if

However, those students who are

all bikes were in one area they could

worried about their bikes being

be better guarded. Several questions
have arisen about the facility. John

stolen are advised to buy a quality
lock and if they have any questions

Hickey, head of Safety and Security,

about the brand of lock to get, they

has doubts about whether or not the

should call Safety and Security. The

students will use such a thing.

office is very interested in the ideas

Though the idea would be financed if

students have about the central bike

it was accepted, no one is positive

facility and the situation in general.

whether those students who live in

They encourage anyone to relay

dorms and those students who ride

some feedback to them about it.

Fri. & Sat.- Giant Disco Dance Contest'
$50 1st prize

Special Guest Host fri.'& sat. rn

RON GARDNER 0
Boogie Down to the
Big Disco Dance Sound

THE BACK DOOR DISCO 0
Where Your Friends Are

HALLOWEEN NITE

0
rn

Friday, October 31st

0

Host Ron Gardner for
the First Annual Monster Mash
and 'Costume Ball $50 prize
for best costume and runner up
prizes of albums and dinners

752 3551
-

6th Ave. & Proctor

Tacoma, Wash.

UTILITY PAYMENTS, STATIONERY
FOOD STAMPS

CD GRAND OPENING DANCE Z

—HALLMARK CARDS, GIFTS, HALLOWEEN SUPPLIES—
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university church should have sunday morning service
The UPS Chapel has no Sunday Morning
worship service. This does, however, provide a
great service to students - "a disservice".
American tradition recognizes Sunday morning
as the traditional time for Christian worship. Thus,
any UPS student who wishes to observe this
tradition has to find an off-campus church.
Meanwhile, the Chapel rinas not with "psalms of
praise," but with the "sounds of silpnrp "
What at a Methodist institution does the
University Church remain empty on the traditional
morning of Methodist worship?
Is 'religion dead at UPS? Are the pews empty
on Sunday morning because the student
population has turned atheist? Has the university
administration cancelled God's day? Or has the
crunch for classroom space at long last reached the
chapel where pews will soon be removed to make
room for desks?
The many student worship, Bible study and
prayer groups on campus, however, would not
lead one to conclude that the lack of service
stems from a lack of interest in religion.
Christian Fellowship, organized by University
Chaplain Pierce Johnson's office, provides students
with a crossroads for different kinds of
Christianity on Friday evenings.
Intersection, a Tuesday evening service also
organized by the Chaplain's office, presents a
weekly academic program about well-known and
established religions, such as Buddhism, Hinduism,
Judaism and Christianity.
The strongest Christian group at UPS, Agape

Fellowship, also meets on Tuesday evenings.
Agape is a student-led Christian group which seeks
to glorify Jesus Christ and show how Christianity
relates to every day life.
So religion, worship and Christianity are not
dead at UPS—only the Sunday morning service.
Chaplain Johnson explains that the Sunday
morning services were cancelled last January,
apparently because there was a lack of enthusiasm
and participation. He says that a small group of
people attended a very traditional service each
week, but that many students regularly attended
off-campus churches.
The
University's
Monday-Tuesday-Thursday-Friday, four-day class
week, left Tuesday and Friday nights as the most
logical times for non-Sunday services, explains
Johnson. He added that the Tuesday evening
services at the University Methodist Church near
the University of Washington were very successful.
The Chaplain, who considers himself an
orthodox Methodist, believes every person has his
own religion and individual way to worship.
Religion, as he sees it, is a person's way of life,
what he believes in and how he lives. It is more
than just an abstract philosophy to be recited or
preserved in precious manuscripts for future men.
Johnson believes that a person's total religion is
manifested in his relationships with people and his
day-to-day life.
Since a person practices his religion in the
community in which he lives, he usually feels
comfortable worshipping in that same community.

UPS students live in the University community.
Therefore it is only logical that they would like to
worship in this same community—at the
traditional Sunday morning worship time.
Perhaps the lack of interest which caused the
cancellation of the service last year was not a lack
of interest in religion, or Sunday morning worship.
Maybe students felt that the worship service
provided did not reflect their religious beliefs as
members of the UPS community.
Chaplain Johnson believes that there is student
interest in a Sunday morning service. He also
insists that such a service needs to be structured
around the needs of the University community.
Johnson is currently trying to restructure and
reinstitute the University's cancelled service. It
should, he explains, provide students with what
they want. He is also discussing the possibility of
coordinating programs with other campus
organizations like Outdoor Recreation. At the
present time, the Chaplain is seeking suggestions
and ideas, and trying to define the worship needs
of students at the University.
On Sunday Morning, the campus chapel should
provide a service to students - and more than just a
"disservice". The University Church should have a
Sunday morning worship service which meets the
needs of the UPS community.

win terim offering varied,entertaining
Dear Editor,

the campus as a whole. Many students need to adopt more rigorous
standards for their own self-evaluation. This January, the
Department of Communication and Theatre Arts and Music School

The University of Puget Sound has sustained the Winterim
Program for seven years, and some of its strengths and problems will cooperate to provide an exciting display of talent called "The
areas have become clear.
Midwinter Festival of Arts -!' The performance, to be announced
Most students find some Winterim course that is very attractive soon, are expected to draw many visitors to the campus to browse
to them personally. The extra appeal is possible mainly because among the visual arts, enjoy the opera, and listen to musical events.
Winterim provides quite a different time package than the regular
Professors Bill Baarsma, Gary Peterson and Mitch Bloom are
term. It provides a bit of a break and a change for flexibility.
teaming up to offer a large speaker-discussion course entitled
During the Winterim students spend full fime on one course of "Politics 1976." This is one of several courses that will help mark
project. This concentration results in more intensive knowledge of the Bicentennial.
the material studied and acquaintance with professors and students
Recent political and economic events on a global scale have given
in the course.
rise to a course headed up by Robert Waldo: "U.S. Quality of Life
Off-campus trips and travel become distinctly possible because
no one has to rush back to meet the next hour's class. Several
courses during the 1976 Winterim will involve local or long-distance

'
and Scarce World Resources."
This is a follow-up to a highly
successful 1975 Winterim, team-taught by Waldo and Carter entitled

"Ethics in Administration."
travel.
Most of the faculty in the Department of Comparative Sociology
Some students have used Winterims in the past to arrange for are teaming up in a course on futurology intitled "2001: A Social
internships. Science students have moved into research laboratories, Odyssey." Carol Sloman and Bob Fordwill offer a course named
pre-medical students have served as medical aides, and social science "Personal Growth and Self-Development." designed to help students
students have served with the state legislative staff, to give a few develop better self-identity and motivational levels.
examples. Students interested in internships should make inquiry
The University has acquired a history of out-of-doors courses and
with a professor in an appropriate school or department.
activities. This tradition will be continued during 1976 with Frank
The large time blocs available to students do not automatically Hruza's course "Alpine Skiing ', Del Langbauer's "Backcountry
result in a good Winterim experience. An evaluation of Winterim Skiing", Leroy Annis' "Survival", and Mike Gardiner and Eric
1975 revealed that some students who did not have a "peak Lindgren's "Reef and Shore Biology of Hawaii" courses. Other
experience" blamed the University or their professors. The problem courses, such as George Blanks' "Bill, Beak and Talon ... " (bird
might lie closer to home, though. Winterim requires more initiative, watching), will spend shorter time periods in the field.
more self-starting and staying power, more curiosity and
These are just a few of the courses to be offered this January.
self-discipline than the regular term.
Each course is unique but all are designed to appeal to students'
The campus folk-lore sometimes casts Winterim as time off - a interest and at the same time offer the possibility for high
sort of extension of Christmas holidays. Everyone connected with educational achievement.
the program believes that this attitude works against a good Winterim
Darrel Reeck
experience, whether for the student, the member of the faculty, or
director of winterim activities
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mountain
endangers
Dear Editor:
It may be of interest to the
University community to learn
that one of the Tacoma
Mountain Rescue personnel who
participated in the recovery of
our avalanche victims on St.
Helens in April Mark Jackson,
was himself killed by
spontaneous rockfall on the
Mowich face of Mt. Rainier on
August 14.
Both accidents serve to
illustrate that mountains
sometimes come unglued at
moments unpredictable even to
the experienced.
At 17, Jackson was even
younger than the UPS students.
But he was willing to accept the
challenge--and hazard--of more
difficult routes. By a
coincidence, there was a
memorial climb for Jackson on
Rainier the same day that a
plaque was left atop St. Helens
for the UPS students (Sept. 12).
It is tragic to us to lose such
fine young people. But few
among us will have the
opportunity to have memorials
as magnificent as Mts. Rainier
and St. Helens.
physics department
university of puget sound
,
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legalized murder opposed
It is odd the priorities we set.
Three years ago the voters of Washington
turned down dog racing because they felt it was
cruel and that our society was above that sort of
thing. Locally a public outcry was recently made
about the possiblity of selling stray dogs to
labortories for research.
And two weeks ago a poll taken on this campus
showed a least 50% of those interviewed favoring
restoring the death penalty in this state. For
humans.
The passage of Initiative 316 would grant this
wish The bill will bring back capital punishment to
Washington. But it may not, as its proponents
claim, reduce crime. The is no conclusive evidence
that capital punishment deters murder. In fact, in
the 30's, when this state was executing its greatest
number of people, the murder rate was higher on
the part of the state as well as the 'criminals'.
States which do not judicially kill people have
lower murder rates than states that do. And
according to many prison officials, murderers are
not usually repeaters.
The move for bringing back the death penalty
may spring from the many recent tragic deaths in

plea for calls and
Dear Editor,
In order to attain the much
needed community support we,
the members of the
Representative Reform Council
of the Washington State
Reformatory, are soliciting the
aid of colleges and community
organizations.
The areas of need are wide
and varied. Most basic to the

our area. Nothing can de-emphasize the brutality
of those acts, or the sorrow and anger felt by the
public. But bringing the state down to the level of
public executioner will certainly not help.
Many arguments surrounding Initiative 316 are
of a staticial objective nature. But perhaps the
most important issue is a purely moral one. Should
a state, a government, and the people it represents
kill? Should voters give public officials the power
to do away with society's deviants?
The public form of execution in this state is
hanging by the neck. Also, in this state it can be
against the law to describe a public execution.
State laws view this as obscene literature, as
pornography.
If a state sponsored hanging is such a horrible
act that it is forbidden to write about, how in the
world can we allow the death penalty to be
brought back?
This writer urges the public to vote against
Initiative 316.
tom pantley
news editor
editorial

letters of support

success of any program within
the institution is a body of
people that will stand behind the
residents in any endeavor to
better the conditions at the
Reformatory.
Letters and phone calls from
concerned members of the
community will be accepted and
acknowledged promptly.
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Thank you for your
consideration.
reggie hewitt
jack kellogg
steve morphew

Editors note—Mail letters to
Representative Reform Council,
Box 777, Monroe, WA 98272.

phibbs: students children ?

reps dazzle or drown

by scott nelson

In an effort to show their
teamwork and impact in the
House of Representatives, the
Washington Congressional
Delegation made a lightning
ground tour of the state last
week. Using time from the
House's Columbus Day recess,
the seven representatives
appeared at the Doric Motor Inn
on Thursday, October 16 for a
no-host breakfast.Congressman
Floyd Hicks from Tacoma
opened the breakfast with a
warning to the audience that his
fellow Congressmen would
'either dazzel you with their
brilliance or drown you with
their B.S.". With this warning
the delegation spent the next
hour doing a bit of both.
An early question was
directed to Joel Pritchard,
(R.,Seattle) by a man concerned
with the state of Washington's
fisheries. Pritchard, a member of
the House Merchant Marine and
Fisheries Committee, responded
that Congress is now in the
process of establishing a 200
mile 'Economic Zone' around
U.S. coastal waters. He added
that this would have the effect
of letting other countries
continue to fish in those waters
but forcing them to do so by our
rules. Other questions put to the
Congressmen ranged from
concern over the apparent
failure of the Postal
Corporation, to queries about
the inepuities and
mismanagement in the Social
Security System. A major
concern of those present was the

treatment of Washington's
Indian population, which had a
vocal representation present.
The questions that were posed as
the oreakfast meeting wore on
fit , conveniently into the areas
of expertise of the remaining
Congressmen; Don Bonker (D.
Olympia Select Committee on
Aging), Mike McCormack (D.
Everett, Interior and Insular
Affairs), Brock Adams (D.
Seattle Committee on the
Budget), and Tom Foiey (D.
Spokane Committee on
Agriculture).
As the meeting closed , Hicks
was asked for his opinion on
HJR 19 the measure on this
November's ballot, which would
allow aid to students of private
schools. The Tacoman looked
quickly around the room for an
ever-present Congressional aide
to brief him on the issue, finding
his aide unfortunately absent, he
quietly confessed, 'I'm really not
familiar with it.' After an
explanation of the bill Hicks
allowed that he was 'inclined to
agree' with it and felt that
'private schools do a tremendous
job of educating our students
and take a burden off the state,
they should' be helped in
anyway which will maintain
separation of church and state.'
One final comment was
made to a Congressman, that the
general attitude of the breakfast
had been negative and cynical.
The lawmaker replied, 'this is
what we expected, with the
mood that the country is in.
This is why we are here.'

requires that one possessa thorough understanding of the have to lead the rest by the hand and require them to do
world view of two successive historical periods. Only then this type of work?" 2)"Well, the Department provides for
can one see the continuity exhibited among the literature, this type of critical questioning through the
history, philosophy, art, and politics in the existence of recommendation that one take classes in that area outside
man. This kind of analysis is the essence of a liberal arts the Major, isn't that enough?" 31"i - he new advising
Education. sections take care of that because we ask freshman what
An example would be the difference between the areas they are interested in. This way doesn't the
Enlightenment and the Romantic period. In literature, the department take care of this type of programming?"
poetry of the Enlightenment still reflected the values and
The answer to the first question is yes you should
ornamentation of the Courts of Europe. The offer and make students spend their entire first year doing
ornamentation was elaborate and accessible only to an this type of class work. Especially if the Janus nature of
aristocracy. The values were absolute like the divine rights education is to be rectified and reconciled with verbal and
of kings. The poetry of the Romantics, on the other hand, written claims the UPS is a Liberal Arts College such that
was simple. It used the words and values of the common no hypocrisy exists.
The answer to the second is Bullshit. As long as
people. The ornamentation was based on the sights,
students, faculty and administration see education as an
sounds, textures available to everyone through nature.
Philosophy in the age of Enlightenment began a series Investment, students will not take these classes.
of critical examinations concerning the claims to divine Investment here means not the expansion or the ability to
rights. Such work included the writings of Rousseau, self expand one's knowledge, but "will it get me a job?" If
Voltaire and Jefferson. Their thoughts were often they do, they still have no perspective.
The other alternative is Phil's recommendation that
reflected in the poetry of the Romantics.
In the History and Politics of the Romantic age, one You take something to round you out. Not that this
could see the writings of Rousseau embodied in the rounding out is pleasurable, although it very likely is, and
French Revolution, Napoleonic France, and the it gives you additional knowledge of something you find
revolutions in South America and Greece. These historical Pleasurable or is a different subject matter. No, all it has
events were reflected in the poetry of the time. Thus one to do is look good on your resume and indicate you are
can see that Art, History, Politics, etc., are not static Pursuing the Great American Dream as opposing to it or
subjects contained within themselves but are dynamic questioning it.
subiects which reflect all phases of a culture at once and
The third question's answer effects primarily the
by themselves,
faculty due to the nature of the criteria for the expansion
This is not to say that all classes are taught this way of faculty in a discipline. Part of this criteria is that each
(here I thank those teachers at UPS who try to keep the department will expand or contract depending upon
spirit of liberal arts Education alive), but certainly at one student interest. Thus departments, especially those with
time or another you have sat in a class and were told this declining class enrollment and declared majors, are under
is what happened as opposed to why and how. Take an tremendous pressure to induce students to stay in this
art survey class for example. You may be given a series of given major. For those Departments that are
paintings. Then you are told this one was painted by expanding—those which have or offer direct job
Rosetti, the next by Monet, the next by Picasso. The first possibilities—the desire to expand would be worse than
is an example of Pre-Raphaelite, the second is for those declining. The rationale is that "we can offer a

Dear Editor,

President Phibbs' letter in the October 3 issue of the
"Trail" is a clear sign of the Administration's attitude that
UPS students are children. I refer to his statement, "I
prefer the New York Times for this reading, but it may
contain more detail than everyone would appreciate
particulary as a beginner."
To me the idea that students are incapable of reading
and understanding the New York Times is ridiculous.
What is acquiring an education all about than "tedious
work?" My response is "Phil, get off that damned
highhorse you climbed on when you were at the
University of Chicago—that island of intellectual bliss
surrounded by a ghetto on three sides—and get back in
the real world.
But one still wonders what are the assumptions behind
his statement, for there are still references to "extremely
stimulating ideas and provocative suggestions." Hopefully
they are based on the value of an education. But what
kind of education?
I think that for Phil education means two things. One,
education is training for jobs (henceforth education is
spelled with a lower case "e") which is the nature of the
corporate system that controls UPS. Two, education is
the teaching of the methods for the critical examination
of ideas, values, and norms. This is the rhetoric of "Pres
Still Fibbs." (It is well documented. See previous "Trail"
issues.)
Why does "Education" have this Janus nature at UPS?
It is the corporate control of UPS. The Northwest has
many industries that need corporate executives,
technocrats, scientists, teachers and "momies." To train
them they finance UPS for things like buildings,
sidewalks, dorms, etc. Thus the corporate system is
perpetuated •
The problem is that this cannot be done openly or
someone may ask "Is this a liberal arts education?" This is
what we are paying roughly 86% of the operating budget
Impressionist and the latter is Cubism. But never once are better education."
for. Since this is not the case, a facade is produced.
I hope that a seed is planted by this article. That one
you told why the Pre—Raphaelites painted this way, the
The facade is the nine units of requirements necessary
relation
between
Pre-Raphaelite
and
Impressionists
work,
begins
to realize that the tools of a liberal arts education,
to graduate. While they are liberal arts classes and a large
i.e. writing and doing it effectively, should not be used
or what the Cubistswere trying to express—just this IS!
majority are not Intro's they do not in themselves provide
New questions arise. Among them are: 1)"Well there only to fill out job applications those seven times in a
a background for critical examination due to the fact
are stUdents Who ask these kinds of questions and set up lifetime, but to question everything.
there is no structuril4 r45tictri tntmep,theerq.,
robert martin
.othie.kmer.bf:eitieg,-itork f should voo Ithe
The perspective riecet011' fdr a Vatteat ae'x'afriihRi8V
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proposed winterim course:

dairy sculpture:
the physics
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tam; 1 entertainment

grad
publishes
book

coming up in mottle
by chuck richardson
For the people with the money and the desire, that northern barbaric
town, Seattle, is struggling to keep up with that urban, sophisticated
metropolis, Tacoma, in the realm of entertainment. So, if you can no longer
keep up with Tacoma's raging, flamboyant night-life, and feel a desire to go
slumming for an evening, Seattle may just be the place in which to do it.
For example; the Seattle repertory theatre begins its season on October 22,
when James Cahil takes the stage as "Cyrano de Bergerac" at the Seattle
Center Playhouse. Duncan Ross will direct Edmond Rostand's unforgettable
classic.
"Eugene Onegin", the most important operatic work from the pen of

English department has
The
reason to be proud. A former

Tchaikovsky, Russia's most popular composer, will come to the Opera House

student, Myrna Lundquist, will soon
have her book A Finding List of the

stage with Seattle Opera's production of the work, opening October 30, with

Manuscripts of Oscar Wilde

30, November1, 5 and 8 will be sung in the original Russian, while the

published. Mrs. Lundquist, who has

November 2 and 7 performances are in English with an alternate cast.

subsequent performances November 1,2,3,7 and 8. Performances on October

her B.A. and M.A. in English from

These performances also mark the second stage of a unique cultural

UPS was described by Dr. Rosemary

exchange program in which seven members of the Opera House of Sarajevo,

VanArsdel as a "brilliant graduate

Yugoslavia, including the conductor, stage director and the singers of the five

student."

leading roles will travel to Seattle Opera direct from Yugoslavia for the
International Series performances of the work. All seven Yugoslavian artists

Mrs. Lundquist became interested

will be making their American debut with this opera.

in Oscar Wilde when she took Dr.

A preview is available on 'Chester', the computer at Bellevue Community

VanArsdel's graduate class "The

College. To reach Chester you must use a touch-tone phone and follow these

Victorians." She spent 3Y, years

steps: 1. punch the main Chester phone number, 641-2381. 2. wait until you

researching this Irish writer who was

hear one ring. 3. punch the asterisk button or if the phone doesn't have one

a spokesman for the late
19th century Aesthetic movement in

press 1. 4. punch the number for "Eugene Onegin," part one, 227. 5. When

England, which advocated art for

one is finished, hang up and repeat steps 1-3 and punch the part two program
Edward Seferian will appear, in recital, on Oct. 31rst and Nov. 1rst.

art's sake. He is famous for works
The Picture of Dorian Gray
such as
and

The Importance of Being
Earnest.

tickets needed for recital
A recital on the evenings of

Through her research, Mrs.

Warner St., Tacoma, WA. 98416.

Friday, Oct. 31st and Saturday, Nov.

Seferian began studying the violin

1st, at 8:15 pm, in Jacobsen Hall,
School of Music at the University of

under Joseph Gingold, Louis

Puget Sound, will feature Edward

five in Cleveland, Ohio. He was a

Seferian, violinist and William

former scholarship student at the

Doppmann, pianist.
The program will include Brahms

Juilliard School of Music, graduating

Wilde's manuscripts in the William
Andrews Clark Library at UCLA. She

Sonata in D, Opus 108; Lawrence

Science degrees. This accomplished

attended UCLA through a Faculty

Ebert's Piece for Violin Alone; and

violinist has performed recitals in

Research Grant from UPS.

the Prokofieff Violin Sonata, Opus

New York, Louisville, Kentucky,

94.

Washington D.C., Cleveland, Ohio,

Lundquist learned that many of
Wilde's manuscripts had been lost
when he was arrested for
homosexuality in 1895. She
discovered the largest collection of

Mrs. Lundquist's book is a
selective bibliography which locates
and completely documents Wilde's
manuscripts. It will be published this
Spring by the Scarecrow Press. Mrs.
Lundquist is currently a teacher at
Hunt Junior High School in Tacoma.

number, 228. Occasionally after punching the special preview number, you
will get silence. That means that Chester is hooking up another caller. Wait 15

Free admission tickets may be
reserved by calling the UPS Music
Office, 756-3253. Tickets may also

Persinger and Iran Galamian at age

with the Bachelor and Master of

Seattle and other cities throughout
the United States.
For the past 17 years, Seferian

be picked up at the School of Music

has been a faculty member of the

office on the nights of the concert or

School of Music at UPS, teaching

through the mail by sending a

violin and chamber music and at the

self-addressed, stamped envelope to

same time is the conductor of the

UPS, School of Music, 1500 N.

Tacoma Symphony Orchestra.

seconds and punch the three digit code again.
Concerts West is bringing several groups to Seattle in the near future. On
Tuesday October 28, they are presenting The Allman Brothers Band in concert
at the Seattle Center Coliseum. At the time of this article the supporting act
had not been named.
Then on Friday October 31, Concerts West is bringing Uriah Heep to the
Seattle Center Coliseum. Playing with Uriah Heep will be Journey. For
information call 624-4917.
An exibition of "Indian Miniature Painting from the collection of Edward
Binney, 3rd: The Mughal and Deccani Schools," opened at the Seattle Art
Museum in Volunteer Park on October 22 and will remain on view through
December 7. The exhibit contains nearly 200 miniature paintings from the late
15th to the 19th century.
The main body of the miniatures shown comes from the period of the
great Mughals, six generations of fathers and sons who first conquered the
region radiating from Delhi in North India and expanding its control to
encompass the entire country. It was the impact of their personalities which
determined the actual style of the miniatures during their reigns.
Daily tours at 2 pm will be given throughout the run of the exhibition.
Hours of the Museum are weekdays (closed Mondays) 10 am to 5 pm; Sundays
Noon to 5 pm and Thursday evening 7 pm to 10 pm. Admission for
non-members is $1.00 adults, $.50 for students and senior citizens. Thursday
is a free day for the general public.
Glenn Yarbrough and the Limeliters return to Seattle for a "Reunion '75"
concert in the Opera House on Monday November 3 at 8:30 pm. Tickets for
this Northwest Releasing event are available at the Bon Marche, Shoreline
Music, Lamont's in Burien, Campus Music, Bell Book and Candle in Bellevue,

by mike purdy
... Notes from the 1926-27 College of Puget Sound Student Handbook
(the predecessor of the Logger Legger)
FRESHMEN RULES
"Freshmen:
Must not use the front entrance of Jones Hall.
Must wear their green caps until Thanksgiving and on all special
occasions until Campus Day, when the caps will be burned at the annual
bonfire.

Big discounts
on all fall plants!
Mums! Asters!
Our plants belong in your house. And
we've reduced prices to make sure
they get there. We've got a nice selection. But hurry. Call or visit us today.

Autumn
madness!

Must allow upperclassmen to precede them on entering and leaving class
rooms.

Must not "fuss" on the campus.
Must enter and leave the auditorium by the side doors.
Must cast aside all high school pins, letters, emblems, and actions.
Must obey and respect upperclassmen at all times.
These rules go into effect Monday. Sept. 13, and will be enforced by
members of the Sophomore class (Force will be used if necessary),"
The 1931-32 Puget Sound Log Book (another predecessor of the infamous
Logger Legger) had the following to say about the freshmen rules:
"Here at CPS, it is not considered proper to break rules or disregard school
traditions. Every rule and every tradition has grown out of the experience of
the past and is such now because of some definite and good reason. It is to
your advantage to abide by these few rules and respect the traditions of your
college ..
I wonder what the good reasons were for such freshmen rules.
Those were also the days when .

all social functions required

chaperonage . . . fraternities and sororities were limited to five social functions
per year (three the first semester, and two the second semester), not including
rush functio9s4,.f.,..."all social, functions shall close not later than 12:00
tlelIege • ciocirids ... student
smokini Wei 'ride berirtifteci 4 ciri
government fees were only $7.50...

627-716i

and Bandwagon Music in Crossroads.
Two other Northwest Releasing events are the arrival of Victor Borge on
Wednesday, November 12 at the Opera House, and "Scotland on Parade." on
November 9. Tickets for these events are also available at the usual Northwest
Releasing ticket outlets.
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nakai speaks for asian

new bay city rollers

studies colloquium

album briefly canned
by chuck bachman
music director, KUPS Radio

by suzanne eaStep
Yoshijuki Nakai, of the University of Oregon, was

Here we are, with the first playlist. The title, 'Key

the speaker for the Asian Studies colloquium on Friday,

Notes,' is also the titleof the feature article I write for the

October 17. His topic was "Patterns of the Japanese

TRAIL. In the last feature I plugged J. Geils - HOTLINE,

Mind."
Japanese poetry has always seemed mysterious to the

Jean-Luc Ponty - UPON THE WINGS OF MUSIC.
Y2 NOTES. . Cecilia and Kapono are coming to our

western mind mainly because it is so much shorter than

campus for Homecoming. We have a large Hawaiian

western poetry, and because it lacks the careful

population that goes "ape" over this group and our

development of a plot, story, or point. The Japanese write

request line has been really buzzing for their new album

lyric poetry, rather than epics or dramatic poetry.

E LUA.

Western poetry is structured to have a beginning, a

Frank Zappa, who appeared at the Seattle Center

middle, a crisis, and a fall. Japanese poetry, on the other

Coliseum, was considered by many a zapper 'expletive

hand, is written continuously on the same level, broken

deleted' affair. He performed too much of his old

Eric Schoenberg, ragtime guitarist, gave a relaxed performance last Friday

material.

night during Campus Showcase.

Originally, said Nakai, stories were written as a

My compliments to Arista for the excellent promotion
campaign put out for the Bay City Rollers. A number of
students at UPS think they should be listening to this
group. I had the fortune to preview the album before I
was aware of the promotion. I put it in the throw-out

only by small episodes.
plateau, with the climax coming at the end in the form of

shoenberg wins audience
by janet dodge

simply a cross between having a

a thirty-one syllable poem. Eventually, the Japanese
dropped everything but the poem, which in many cases
was shortened to seventeen syllables.
This cyclical, episodic pattern is the Japanese view of

pile. The G.M., already affected by the promo message,

Are you looking for a special

retrieved it and put it on our playlist. I still think this is

place to take your honey for an

your own living room and being

just a passing fad. Sorry Arista.

evening away from it all? Is it a place

entertained at an urban coffee house.

life. The key to understanding the Japanese mind and

with soft lighting, great food, cozy

Schoenberg shared his music in such

writing is to look at it from this viewpoint of natural

that the real programming for radio and TV are the

couches, and the best in

a relaxed way that those watching

commercials. The stuff in between is just filler. Our

entertainment that won't cost you a

and listening didn't feel as if a

station is non-commercial and the albums we play for you

cent? Campus Showcase has

perf)rmer were before them. Some

are not looked upon as filler. Keep the records and

succeeded again in providing an

even did homework while listening. It

University, and received his Ph.D. in East Asian Languages
and Civilizations at Harvard University. His visit, jointly

catalogs rolling in.

evening of heart-warming

was marvelous to watch someone

sponsored by the Asian Studies Program and the Honors

We are interested in receiving pre-released test discs.

entertainment for UPS students and

extremely talented perform in a

Program, also included lunch with students interested in

We will review these on the spot and give feedback by

will probably continue to throughout

situation where one could be

Asian Literature at Prof. Michael Curley's house

phone or by letter, if you prefer it. This service can be

the year.
Eric Schoenberg,

comfortable while doing so.

offered through our progressive/contemporary format and
our interest in best serving your needs. A student

guitarist, was the focus of attention

audience is a great testing ground. Let us know of Our

for Campus Showcase last Friday,

opinions on this matter.
WHOLE NOTES
.
Jefferson Starship-Red Octopus

Oct. 17, in the Sub Lounge. He

Nick Johnson, former FCC Commissioner, once said

played mostly folk and blues, which
came across to the audience as
peaceful, relaxing, and serene. He did

Elton John-Captain Fantastic

some tunes by Scott Joplin, The

Bob Dylan--The Basement Tapes

Beatles, and Simon & Garfunkle.

because they are the time of nature, which is a part of all

time.
Nakai did his undergraduate work at Tokyo

BOB'S TOTEM MARKET
Hours - Daily 7 AM-2 AM
Sunday 7 AM- Midnite

Schoenberg who is from Seattle

Crusaders--Chain Reaction

is quite well-known throughout the

Average White Band-Cut the Cake

area. He also appeared at UPS last

J. Geils Band--Hotline

year.
There can be no comparison of

Gino Vannelli-Storm at Sunup

natural time. The seasons are important to the Japanese

a ragtime

Grateful Dead-Blues for Allah

Bruce Springsteen--Born to Run

friend entertain you in the privacy of

Cecilia and Kapono--Elua

Campus Showcase atmosphere with

Spinners--Pick of the Litter

that of recitals. Last Friday night was

Your Neighborhood Food Center

6th & Proctor Ave.

The Amplifier... the BOSE 1801 "
Approaching
the Ultimate
The nearest approach to the ultimate in audio amplification. The 1801 lets
you take advantage of the ever-increasing dynamic range on records and tapes
by supplying volume levels comparable to those of a live performance. It features an instantaneous Light Emitting Diode Display of power output, and its
construction assures long-term reliability. The 1801 supplies nearly double its
8 ohm power rating when connected in a SUPER BOSE system. It is the perfect
complement to two pairs of 901s.

WINN

I
Between now and Jan. 15, when you purchase a Bose 1801'" Amplifier and a
pair of Bose 901® speakers in the style of your choice, you'll receive a FREE
PAIR OF 90} SPEAKERS. Pedestals extra.

VIKA

10323-B Plaza Drive S.W. 582-3600
Villa Plaza Tacoma, Washington 98499
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netters spike olympic
by rod nichols

sports

Wednesday, October 15, Olympic

little shook, they fought back to a

College traveled to UPS to play

seven to six lead. Olympic called time

volleyball. When it was over, they

to compose themselves and try to

wished they had never played as the

upset the Logger momentum. When

Loggers totally dominated the four

playresumed however, Olympic could

game match.

not stop the powerful UPS serving

UPS came out slow as their 6-0

game, which rattled off five straight

offense couldn't seem to get in gear.

points. Even when Olympic had the

The Loggers served well but the

serve they couldn't keep it. UPS

outstanding net play of the Olympic

pulled within one point of the game,

team carried Olympic to a narrow
15-12 win.

but relinquished their serve after a

Action changed in the second
game as UPS gained momentum and
surged to a quick 12-8 lead. From
there, UPS served its way to three

long volley. Regaining the serve, it
only took one powerful volley to
gain the final point of a 15-7 win and
,a two game lead in the match.
With two games under their belt

more points and a dominating 15-8

and momentum with them,

win.

cruised to an easy win in the fourth

The third game of the match was

UPS

and final game. Olympic only scored

another turn-around as the Olympic

three points to the Loggers' 15. The

players served and hit to a six to one

win gave UPS the match, three games
to one.

lead. Although the Loggers were a

players of week

reeves, linnenkohl impressive

Clay Angle launches a pass as Dave Vick blocks against Santa Clara.

photo by karl ohls

-

trail staff

UrS imebacxers Hon Heeves and

front of the receiver and carried the

Bill Linnenkohl each intercepted a

ball 50 yards for paydirt, giving the

pass in last Saturday's 34-20 upset

Loggers a commanding 21-7 lead.

win over the University of Santa

The linebacking duo also led the

Clara. And each ran back the pick-off

Loggers in tackles last Saturday as

for Logger touchdowns.

defense scores
It was billed as a matchup between an explosive Santa
Clara offensive attack and a powerful UPS defense. The
Logger stop corps proved more than equal to the test last
Saturday, coming up with a 34-20 upset win over the
Broncos from Santa Clara.
In fact, the UPS defense was a potent offense for the
green & gold, scoring half of the Logger touchdowns.

KUPS will broadcast the play-by-play action of the

12:37 remaining in the first half, and
the score tied at 7. He grabbed the

Linnenkohl with 89 and Reeves with

Bachman.

errant slant-in pass and raced 38

84. But this is nothing new to them,

yards for the go-ahead score.

as they have been the top two

soccer now major
The soccer controversy has finally
been solved. Intramural
representatives debated the issue at

With the score tied 7-7 early in the second quarter

unanimously voted soccer a major

pass and ran it 38 yards for a UPS touchdown. Six plays

sport.
After tremendous participation in

Linnenkohl that grabbed a USC pass on the 50 yard line,

last year's soccer competition Gregg

and scampered in for another Logger score.

Dohrn, men's intramural director,

And the nightmare was not over for Bronco

felt that soccer should be included

quarterback Kaipo Spencer, who has thrown for 17

with the major sports of football,

touchdown passes and over 1,700 yards already this year.

basketball, volleyball and softball.

The Logger defense grabbed three more of his tosses, two

The major sports were originally set

by safety man Larry Smith and one by corner back Rob

up to coincide with U.S. and

Cushman.
The game increased the Loggers season interception

growing enthusiasm for soccer it will

mark to 15, an average of two and one half a game. The

become a major sport in UPS men's

defense has also put three touchdowns on the scoreboard,
while allowing less than two touchdowns a contest.
It is no mistake when you see someone at UPS spelling

intramurals.
This major change in the
intramural program may greatly

the word "football," and they start with the letter "D."

effect the point standings for the

That's what it's all about in Loggerville this year.

intramural trophy. The addition of
the fall (football and soccer), one in
the winter (basketball), and two in
the spring (volleyball and softball). A

he UPS football Loggers entertain the Chico State

major sport supports twenty points

Wildcats tomorrow afternoon in Baker Stadium, in the

for participation as compared to
twelve points for minor sports. Also,

It will be the first time the two schools have ever met

a team will receive twice as many

on the grid-iron and the last UPS encounter with

bonus points for placing in a major as

California schools for the remainder of the 1975

in a minor sport.

campaign.
Chico State enters the contest with a three win and
three loss record, having won two in a row and three of

Just six plays and two minutes

tacklers for the green & gold each of

later, Linnenkohl went into his act.

the past two seasons, and have earned

On what appeared to be the exact

Small College All-Northwest honors

same offensive play, he stepped in

for their respective performances.

International stature, so with the

soccer will set up two major sports in

1975 Homecoming Game. Kick-off time is 1:30 pm.

leading the team in defensive points,

UPS/Chico State football game this Saturday. Coverage

defensive linebacker Ron Reeves picked off a Santa Clara

ups/chico battle

three assists. They are currently

begins at 1:15 pm with Robert Reppas and Chuck

Monday's IM meeting and

and two minutes later, it was defensive linebacker Bill

both picked up seven tackles and

Reeves interception came with

Cant:Visa; lisAt Iki,

their last four. Their only common opponents as UPS, are

OCTOBERFEST
SATURDAY OCT. 25
6-10 PM
Featuring an Old Fashioned
German Dinner With Sauerkraut
and Pretzels for only

$1 PER PLATE

Cal. Poly, Pomona, who defeated Chico State 38-3 and
tied UPS 3-3, and SF State, who beat UPS 31-3, and lost
to Chico State 24-14 a week later.

11,4111.111.111.411

The Wildcats are primarily a rushing team, having

Beer 25c Per Stein
If You Bring Your Own Stein!

gained over twice as much yardage on the turf as through
the air. The leading ground gainer is Kevin Nelson (No.
22), who has gained around 300 yards and over four
yards a carry.
The Chico State OB is Rollie Garife (No. 10), who will
look for split end Tim O'Connel (No. 42) on the majority
of his passes. O'Connell has caught over half of the
Wildcats' receptions this year, and grabbed the only Chico
State touchdown pass this year.

ittism-4 900.A€6;r5top vxdods,

?Links, sea t* irebuferafts
Pfurtatie, &Ler Yetud.93_

A lot of the success of a Homecoming affair depends
on the outcome of the football game, and this one

Join in the Fun at Hanks After
the Homecoming Game!!

ik+ No.174caAA AVE.

promises to be a fine one. The Loggers won last year's
Homecoming contest, a 38-20 win over Simon Fraser U.,
and are hoping to make it two in a row.

38 - L1kC

524 N. K St. (near campus) mA7-9884(1
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field hockey team still sticking
The UPS women's field hockey

UPS, 9-0; Willamette over UPS, 5-0;

travel to PLU for a game at 3:30 pm.

team, coached by Alice Bond, has

George Fox over UPS, 5-0. Results of

The following Saturday and Sunday,

played five games thus far into their

the home game with PLU were not

November 1 and 2, the field hockey

season. Scores are as follows:

available by press time.

team will be in Ellensburg for an

UPS-Linfield, 0-0; Skagit Valley over

Wednesday, October 29, UPS will

Invitational Field Hockey
Tournament.

writers rap

religion prominent in sports
Every Friday afternoon Associated Press supplies a l ist

Landry, Don Shula, Ron Meyer, to name a few, coach and

of sports quotes stated in North America. It's a good

teach their religious beliefs by the way they live. There

thing too, or we might have missed the philosophy of

are hundreds, and even thousands, of athletes joining

Herb Lusk, a tailback at Long Beach State.

groups like the Alliance of Christian Athletes. Players

Lusk says a prayer of thanks in the end zone after

such as Roger Staubach, Johnny Musso do a great deal of

every touchdown he scores. Even in an era in which

good for sports. Teams often hold church services the

spiking, acrobatics, and boogooling are common

day of a game.

procedure, this new act of Lusk has attracted a fair

But they do not make a big thing out of it. They do

amount of attention. "I want to get in the end zone so I

not pray for help to win, to gain a 100 yards or to score

can kneel down and pray" he is quoted as saying.

the winning touchdown. They pray only for help to do

most coaches would question his priorities. But,

their individual and collective best. These Christian
athletes know that if it isn't that way, it will become a

personally, I question whether Herb Lusk is right for the

praying contest.

There is no doubt that Herb Lusk is sincere although
Dawn Bowman (in back) demonstrates a tennis swing.

bowman busy

same reason that I've often questioned fighters, who
publicly seek upstairs aid before charging out at the bell
to pound someone else into insensibility. With an entire

by matt mccully

Cosmos to run, I wonder whether the Lord has more on

Don't be surprised if you have trouble getting a hold of women's PE

his mind than knockouts, touchdowns, and the outcome

teacher and coach, Dawn Bowman. She has the kind of schedule that would
Ms. Bowmann, 22 years old and a first-year UPS professor, has not wasted

closets than end zones, and it doesn't suggest individuals

any time in becoming completely involved with the women's programs here at

go public, if you believe St. Matthew 6:5-6, "And when

UPS. Her schedule looks like this: 6:30 AM - Cross country practice, usually

thou prayest thou shalt not be as the hypocrites are: for

about an hour's workout 8:00 AM - Classes begin. She teaches Body

they love to pray standing in the synagogues and in the

Dynamics, tennis, badminton, and Kinesiology 4:00 PM - Pre-season tennis

corners of the streets, that they might be seen of men ...

practice, preparing for next spring 5:30 PM - Evening cross country practice
Evenings - Prepare for next day's classes and practice schedules.

have had anything to do with this.
One of my most respected friends in football was an
All-American quarterback named Jim McMillan. Jim
played it hard, tough and with a burning desire to always
go full out. Knowing that he could not play football
forever, he was glad he had something else He lived his life
the way he thought God wanted him to. I never saw him
pray on the field or anywhere else, or ever heard him talk
about it.

where she received her degree in Physical Education. Following graduation she

shall reward thee openly."
Yet somehow God has become very big and prominent

Upon receiving her Masters degree, the young professor flew to different

packed house, with the blood still on his face and his eyes

and when thou hast shut the door pray to thy father
which is in secret; and thy Father which seeth in secret

her Masters degree in one year, an almost unheard of accomplishment.

canvas at center ring and gave thanks to God before a

"But thou when thou prayest enter into thy closet,

Ms. Bowman is a 1974 graduate of Southwest Missouri State University,
did a teaching assistantship at the University of Arizona, where she received

I'll always remember a fight between two boxers.
When the fight was over the winner threw himself to the

almost closed. And I thought to myself God could not

of sporting events.
When it comes to prayer, the Bible leans more toward

make a bee cringe.

by ty morris

in determining the outcome of sporting events. There is a
growing trend toward religion in athletics. Men like Tom

Playing at Boise State and now as a professional in the
Canadian Football League with the Hamilton Ti-Cats, he
has never made the quote of the week, but he's made a
hell of a man.

places in the country for job interviews, before choosing to teach at the
University of Puget Sound. (She was offered a job at a University in South
Africa).
"I liked UPS because it was really a challenge to me," Ms. Bowman said of
her decision to come to Tacoma. "There is a lot that can be done here, and I
have the chance to do these new things, and use my own methods to do
them."
About her decision to come to UPS, Ms. Bowman says, "I had never been
to the Northwest before coming to Tacoma, and so far I love it. I am really
interested in back packing and some of the other opportunities offered here in
the Northwest.
Ms. Bowman's athletic career has been, to say the least, an amazing one.
Childhood recreation included skiing, hiking, horseback riding, and a
skateboard championship.

.

Prep days in Europe also brought out an interest and endeavor in scuba
diving. But it was in college at Southwest Missouri State that her athletic

c•2 -

prowess was fully revealed. She was a member of the cross country team
which won the 1973 National Championship and was/is a perennial national
power in cross country. She was also a varsity member of the track and field
team and the tennis team, and went to a nationals in all three sports both her
junior and senior years.
Of her athletic endeavors and particular hard pressing lifestyle, Ms.Bowman
says, "It is a committment I have made to something I really believe in; living
a quality life, full of movement, and full of experience, with the mind and
body working together as one." Ms. Bowman's life seems to exemplify
those ideals tremendously, and she has already begun to have a strong positive
effect on the women's PE & Athletic departments at UPS.
The women's cross country program is new this year under the leadership
of Ms. Bowman. In the school's first meet ever, the Fort Casey Invitational,
the Logger women ran fifth out .of 17 schools entered in the competition.
There were over 110 contestants, including several Olympic hopefuls, one of
whom was former world record holder in the mile and 880, Doris Brown.
What did Ms. Bowman say aobut her girls' outstanding debut performance?
"I was happy, but we can do better, and should continue to improve."
It is that kind of attitude that is causing a lot a smiles in the women's
athletic circles at UPS this year.
So don't be too upset if you're having trouble locating Ms. Dawn Bowman.
She just might be involved in some worthwhile activity.

'colleen' the shots
"A football player in anatomy and physiology! I

physical sciences. Biology 101 is a prerequisite (or
Biology 221 and 222 (Anatomy and Physiology) while

pictured them taking intermediate basket weaving."
That is a typical comment from a non-physical

introductory chemistry is strongly recommended. In

education major.
What is so amazing about a football player taking

addition, anatomy and physiology is a prerequisite for

anatomy and physiology? Most football players are

incorporated into one semester.
Physical education majors also must take Tests and

physical education majors and one of the major

O.T. 210 (neuro-kinesiology), a two unit course

requirements is anatomy and physiology taught by Dr.

Measurements and the Physiology of Exercise which are

Edward Herbert and Mrs. Eileen Solie of the biology

based either on mathmatics or science.

department.
About the P.E. majors in his class, Dr. Herbert says,

don't declare their major as a freshman they will never

Some majors, such as music, complain that if they

"There is no greater percentage of P.E. majors who flunk

finish in four years. P.E. majors are in the same boat. With

than O.T. or biology majors. Of course, during their
seasons, varsity team members have a lower pe. -formance

so many requirements, as a P.E. major puts it, "It's tough

level due to competition with time and labs."

until the end of your sophomore year, it's impossible to

Physical education majors are not just football players

Wanted! Ski Instructor

by colleen mc kay

or members of other men's varsity teams, either. Some do

to finish in four years. And if you wait to declare a major
finish in the last two years."
It takes at least three consecutive years to get through
the science requirements while at the same time taking

not turn out for any sport, and some are women.
Physical education is not a "dummy" major for

coaching methods classes, education classes, and the

For Ski School at Crystal Mountain

students who are not intelligent enough to make it in

general university requirements everyone else studies also.

Contact Northwest Sport Store
in Tacoma

In some cases, P.E. requirements are harder than those

P.E. majors are definitely needed. They have skills which

of other majors. Look at the differences between several

are vital to the world's physical health. We need to accept

other discipline requirements from the physical science

the value of someone who is able to teach physical

department and the P.E. requirements from that

education properly.
As Dr. Herbert says, "A physical education major is a

or call 475-3446
in Seattle calL .038-0494

In these days of great emphasis on physical fitness,

another field. However, many people believe it is.

department.
Communication majors, music majors, foreign

roundly developed student. He has been trained to use his

language majors, business majors etc. are required only

body properly to its best advantage through physical

the two units of physical science that the university

activity just as a mind is trained through a history book.

requires,Phisical education majilri , rnwt kakg five units of ,

.But, a good mind will not last without a good body."

...

.

. .

,
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ssa advantageous for skiers

brouillet leads run
Brian Brouillet captured first
place in the Western Washington

to a third place finish in the meet.

restaurants and other facilities, on every participating
area. To save students money on lodging, POOR

Browne, 49th, and Dale Erhenheim,

Student Ski Association has a unique program which will

50th, also competed for UPS.

save you from $1 to

I nvitational cross-country meet last
Saturday in Bellingham, to lead UPS

If you are in college, graduate school, high school or
technical school, don't go skiing until you read this. The

$15 a day on ski lift tickets, lessons

and equipment rentals at over 150 major ski resorts
Highline CC won the team scoring

nationwide.

HOWARD'S has a unique guide to low cost lodges nearby
participating areas.
Every year SSA offers a potpourri of weekend and
week-long ski "carnivals" and beach vacations. Each

with 47 total points. Western

The program works like this: present your SSA

Washington, host for the meet, was

carnival is at a major ski resort like Aspen, Steamboat,

Student Ski Card at a participating ski area's ticket

Killington, Mt. Snow, Sugarloaf of Boyne Mountain.

The UPS sophomore, from Wilson

second with 57 points, and UPS

High in Tacoma, covered the five-mile

picked up third with 61 tallies. There

course in 25 minutes and 11.9

was a big drop off to the number

seconds, five seconds ahead of the
meet runner-up. Brouillet's

four finisher, Simon Fraser, with 104
points, followed by Pacific Lutheran,

teammate, Bob Skar, finished in

Yakima Valley CC, and Seattle

25.20, good enough for a third place

Pacific College.

showing.

window on a weekday and you'll get your day lift ticket

Daytona Beach is a popular spring vacation destination

for half the weekend price. The same goes for ski lessons

offered by SSA to members who are looking for a change

and equipment rentals at the ski area. On weekends and

from the snow.

holidays you'll save at least $1 on your lift ticket—at some
areas as much as $5.50!

For a $7 annual membership or for a FREE copy of

Here are some typical weekday lift ticket savings at

the article "How to Ski On a Student's Budget" write the

major ski areas: Copper Mountain, Colorado $2.00;

Student Ski Association, 233 No. Pleasant St., Amherst,

Squaw Valley, California $2.00.

MA 01002 or 2438 No. Clark St., Chicago, IL

The Loggers are idle this

Membership in the Student Ski Association costs

$7

Other Logger placers included

weekend, but return to the course

for the entire season. There is no limit to the number of

Western Region: COLORADO: Copper Mountain,

Steve Miner, 18th, Mark Brown,

next Saturday, November 1, as they

times that the Student Ski Card may be used at any one

Keystone, Telluride, Loveland Basin, Loveland Valley,

19th, and Dave Richard, 20th. John

host the University of Puget Sound

Boggs, 25th, Don Greco, 26th, Willie

Invitational Cross-Country meet.

area.
SSA also publishes POOR HOWARD'S COLLEGE
GUIDE TO SKIING which contains technical

Silverhorn. NEW MEXICO: Taos Ski Valley. UTAH: Park
West. MONTANA: Red Lodge. CALIFORNIA: Squaw

information, such as number of lifts, trails, vertical drop,

Valley. Green Valley Snow Bowl.

Idewild, Sunlight. WYOMING: Jackson Hole. IDAHO:

MEN'S INTRAMURAL RESULTS
(Oct. 13-17)

\

Football
SAE 21, Beta 21
Sigma Nu 0, Alli 0

7

Theta Chi won by forfeit
Sigma Nu-Law School to be
rescheduled.

Soccer
Law School 4, Sigma Nu 2
Beta 3, ROTC 2
Beta 3, Todd 0
SAE won by forfeit
Sigma Nu 19, Sigma Chi 0
SAE 1, Phi Delt 0
Theta Chi won by forfeit

I

FOOTBALL STANDINGS
(TENTATIVE)

Div.
SAE 2-0-1
Beta 2-0-1
Phi Delt 2-1-0
JFSC 1-2-0
Sigma Chi 0-3-0

Div. B
Theta Chi 2-0-1
Law School 1 0 - 1
Sigma Nu 1-0-1
Alli 0-2-1
K Sig 0-3-0

Downstairs at the

'I-HARBOR INV
i

Homemade Soups
& Pies
AT THE BLINKER LIGHT
•

i

Cellar Restaurant Gig H rbotWa. 98336

Foods
Ethnic Foods

OPEN 1 UES-SAT
11:30-9:00 858-3996

■

Remember to call Mom
to thank her for the tie.

I

Tell her how well it goes with your hair.
She'll be glad you did.
You will be too.
Rates are cheaper when you call during the off hours.
Evenings 5 P M 11 P M Sunday thru Friday
Nights 11 PM 8AM Everynight

383-4739
/a.

60614.

Student Ski Association participating ski areas in the

Pacc
Northwest Bell

Weekends All Day Saturday,Until 5 P

M

Sunday

2616 6th Avenue
Tacoma, VVashingtor
AAAAAAAA
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omnium-gatherum

scnvens
twelve years after
by Clara P. Sound

earth revolves around sun?
to play. It listed categories of

Recently I saw Florence

for misfits and undesireables). The

Kennedy, a black female lawyer given

list read: amputee, blind, stutterer,

to outspoken statements and colorful

mentally retarded, homosexual,

adjectives, interviewed on TV. She

cerebral palsy, mentally ill,

used the word "oatmeal" to describe

physically handicapped (wheelchair),

today's college students, referring not

harelip, deaf.

to color, but to the homogenous
bland nature of students.

How would you like to have been an astronomy major
in the year 300 BC?
If you had been, you would have had the joy of
memorizing over 700 epicycles before you could begin
your studies. This privilege came from the fact that the
earth was at the center of the universe. Being so situated,
all of the other planets and stars revolved around it.

Now wait a minute, I said to

The epicycles were used to 'accurately describe' the

myself. Since when does

Twelve years ago when I was on

homosexuality belong with these

campus, UPS at that, we used the

disabilities? But I mutely played the

word "apathetic." Are students still

game. As the class began to discuss

the same? Haven't things changed? I

their responses, a girl finally asked,

wondered.

"Why does 'homosexuality' appear

Returning to school with an air of

by liz jestice

"exceptionality" (the latest jargon

motions of the planets in their orbits around the earth.
They were circular motions added to the orbit of a planet
to explain its retrograde motion and other fluctuations.
They did a good job of it too, if you could remember all
of them.
The conclusion that the earth occupied the center

on this list?"

position was only natural as the philosophers of the time

cynicism and arrogance left over

Egad, I thought, why didn't I

from my days as an English major,

determined. Through serious thinking, rather than

open my mouth? Why didn't I speak

bred on

The Organization Man and
The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit (if

experimentation, it seemed natural that the earth must

up?

occupy the center of the universe. After all, we live on it,

you remember those titles you're

that word on the list, saying it had

over 30!), I set out in search of

been compiled ten years ago. And

"oatmeal" or relief from it.

One of the main proofs that the earth must have been

what does it matter. The point is that

a stationary body in the center was this: If the earth was

In Special Ed., my first class, the
prof distributed a game he wanted us

The prof excused the inclusion of

don't we? (This was the first conclusion of the positions
of the planets.)

I'd found the oatmeal I had been

moving, we would fall off! It's impossible, we couldn't

looking for--me!

even begin to keep up with a moving planet. This concept

Observatory

Mitchell Eric Kane

Linda lacino

Hopi

was one of the ideas which kept the earth-centered
universe as the main theory for a long time.

sales pitch?

Also derivable from this is the fact that there are seven

by gary peterson

heavenly bodies in our solar system. This conclusion came
from the fact that there are seven openings in the head:

Here we lie on the edge of the suburb on the edge of
the township on the edge of the city on the edge of
almost anywhere these days.

two eyes, two ears, two nostrils and one mouth. What
more proof could you ask for?
The second prediction of planetary motion came from
observations of the planets Mercury and Venus. It was

Here are the mostly mortgaged mansions with their

determined that they must revolve around the sun

2x4's floors, 5x10's dens, and their quickly-crumbling

because they are always close to it. But this didn't

mortar.

displace the earth. Astronomers just decided that Mercury

Right here, from this spot, why, you can sight both

and Venus could revolve around the sun while the sun
(and all the other planets) revolved around the earth. Now

the pastoral pasture with real live cud-cows and the

isn't that simple and easy to understand? It only took a

eight-blocks square square ramblers with let's pretend

few more epicycles (say 100-200) to explain it.

executives.

Then a radical by the name of Aristarchus in the year
280 BC put in his two-bits. He said, how about putting

From here it is hard to tell the cocke-doo of a misty
morn from the smogly sunlit commuters' zoom.

the sun in the middle and having the earth and everything
else revolve around it
Sacreligious! This ridiculous idea was more fought

Here we have the magic transformation of gnarled,
gummy orchardwood to the sweet-soft lumber loft of the

8 33,500.000

ticky-tacky tomb on the corner.

Unclaimed
Scholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

against than the idea of a round earth!
Of course today everybody knows that the earth is
round, and that it revolves around the sun and spins on its
axis at the same time. But who is to say what is the right

Why, here, in superbly suburbia, are all the

way to look at something? Tomorrow I could decide that

trappings--and traps--of securityland; the red, white and
blue zip-code chute at Forest and County intersect; the

the earth is a multifaceted tetrahedron which is
surrounded by planets following erratic orbits as they

omnipresent symmetry and design of Reddy Kilowatt's

hurtle through our system. Who knows? I might be right.

vehicle obscuring every plotted picture window peek at
Mt. Hope; yes, right here, we even have ... we have ...

Anyone for a game of back-packing?

Do you have ideas to share with the campus
community? Send your works to Scrivens in
care of the TRAIL.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
CI I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

FOURTH ANNUAL SERIES

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
Name

State

Zip

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

'per yards of tacoma
2

(Law School Admission Test)
A seminar designed to equip the serious LSAT candidate with an understanding of the
LSAT and the skills and techniques necessary to realize his maximum score.

Address
City

THE WESTERN STATES LSA,T STUDY & PREPARATION SEMINAR

We Can Supply Your
Building Material Needs

-GET LOADED AT GRAYS3814 6th 759-3546
!!
cp) 2 Blocks West Of 6th & Union

A thorough study and analysis of: Test Analysis: Question types, Skills test, Task analysis, etc. • Test Taking Methodolqy: limiting alternatives, Sequential and Hiearchical
Answering, response biases, distractors, etc. • Practice Test Taking: with returned section
and total scores.
Faculty: R. J. Shavelson, Ph.D., School of Education, UCLA; W. J. Meredith, Ph.D., Department of Psychology, Berkeley; Robert L. Trinchero, Ph.D., Dir. of Testing, CSU, Hayward.
San Francisco: University of San Francisco, Sept. 27-28, Nov. 15-16, Jan. 24-25, March
27-28, July 17-18. Los Angeles: Pepperdine University, Oct. 4-5, Nov. 22-23, Jan. 31-Feb.
1, April 3-4, July 17-18. Seattle: Seattle University, Nov. 8-9. Honolulu: Hawaii Pacific
College, Nov. 29-30, July 10-11.
Organized and administered by I. W. New, J.D. The University of California, Hastings College of Law; M. J. Nelson, J. D. The University of Minnesota Law School; and K. E. Hobbs,
L.L.B. The Harvard Law School.
TUITION: $85.00. Applicants should send tuition with seminar selected to The Registrar, THE WESTERN
STATES LSAT STUDYAND PREPARATION SEMINAR, Room 3600, 50 California St., San Francisco, CA 94111.
Telephone 415-398-3908. Late telephone enrollment acceptable only if seats are available.
THIS NOTICE WILL APPEAR TWO TIMES ONLY.
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russian composer s work honored
David Kaiserman, professor of music and

film classic to be shown
Christian Fellowship & Intersection:

artist-in-residence at the University of Puget Sound, will
present the first in a series of three recitals surveying the
Friday, Oct. 24, at 8:15 in Jacobsen Recital Hall on the

This 62 minute film classic will be shown at 7 pm both
this Friday and next Tuesday in the Kilworth Lounge.

UPS campus.

Carl Dreyer, Denmark's greatest director, made this film

solo piano music of Russian composer Sergei Liapunov

in 1928, and it is generally considered the film classic of
the silent era.

Liapunov (1859-1924) composed a great deal for his
instrument, including many pieces of considerable

Arthur Knight described the film in his book "The
Liveliest Art":

technical difficulty. His music is romantic in style, with
exotic colors and imaginatively conceived passagework.
He is considered one of the most attractive of the minor

"Inspired by Dreyer, the company worked together

Russian tone poets, but, unfortunately, his music is

with an almost mystic fervor. "It was a film made on the
knees," one of Dreyer's assistants has said. Falconetti,

almost unknown in the Unived States.
The public may attend the complimentary event,

who played The Maid, was never able to make another

which will be followed by others on December 5, 1975,

picture, as if drained by the demands made upon her by

and February 20, 1976.

this extraordinary experience; while Dreyer himself has
never again equaled the sustained intensity of the Joan.
Into it went the distillation of almost a decade of creative

Friday Oct. 24
Campus Flick "Horse Feathers" Marx Bro. 6:30 & 9 pm Mc006

film making on the Continent.

"Arsenic and Old Lace" 8 pm Inside Theatre

"The film is centered upon the last day of the trial of

Piano Recital "David Kaiserman" 8:15 pm Jacobson Recital Hall

Joan and her execution, concentrating within that brief
time span a mass of documentation on the trial that had

Christian Fellowship Halloween Party 7 pm Kilworth
Homecoming Ball 9 pm Top of the Ocean

come to light in 1924 and had only just been made

UN Day-Lecture Paul Tardif "Canadian Foreign Policy" 11 am Mc006

generally available.

Victory Music Hall "Grace Whiteley" & "Chris Lunn" 8 pm $1
Saturaay Oct. 25

canadian foreign policy discussed

Homecoming Football Chico State at UPS 1:30 pm

The Model United Nations group, in connection with

Campus Flick "Horse Feathers" Marx Bro. 6:30 & 9 pm Mc006

••4•

The Passion of

Joan of Arc.

Homecoming Concert "Cheech & Chong" w/"Cecilio and Kapono" 8pm

United Nations Day, is sponsoring a guest speaker through

"Arsenic and Old Lace" 8 pm Inside Theatre

the Canadian Consulate's office in Seattle.
Paul Tardif, currently on a one year assignment as the

Victory Music Hall "Mike Dumovich" & "Mary Litchfield" 8 pm $1

diplomat in residence at Laval University in Quebec City

Sunday Oct. 26

will be speaking on Canadian foreign policy and

Chess Tournament Finals 2 pm SUB Lounge

Canadian—American relations. Dr. Tardif has served in

Soccer UPS at NNSC 2 pm

various diplomatic posts abroad including Canberra,

Catholic Folk Mass 6 pm Kilworth

Australia, Brasilia and Dakar Sengal in Africa.
The public and student body are invited to attend this

Monday Oct. 27
Sommerville Film 7 pm Mc006
Campus Flick "The Unquiet Death of Julius & Ethel Rosenburg" 7 pm Mc006

complimentary event to be held Friday. Oct. 24, 11:00
am in McIntyre Hall, room 006.

Tuesday Oct. 28
Student Senate 5:15 pm Mc 106
Campus Flick "The Unquiet Death of Juluis & Ethel Rosenburg" 7 pm Mc006

navy wives offer scholarship
The Naval Officer's Wives' Club, Inc. will be awarding

Intersection "The Passion of Joan of Arc" 7 pm Kilworth

scholarships this spring. They are awarded annually,

Cellar X "Chas Thorpe" 8 pm
Volleyball UVV at UPS 8 pm

in June, to student applicants who are Navy Dependents,

Victory Music Hall "Airbrush" 9 pm $1

students in Naval Reserve, Naval ROTC, Navy Veterans or

Agape Fellowship, 7:00-8:30, Rm. I , SUB

other Sea Service connections.
Scholarships are granted according to financial need,

Wednesday Oct. 29

scholastic standing and ability, and preferably after one

Field Hockey UPS at PLU 3:30 pm

year of college.

Thursday Oct. 30

For further information, contact the Financial Aids

Episcopal Communion 4:30 pm Gail Day Chapel

Office or write to: Mrs. W. K. Ramm, 507 3rd Ave. Box

Friday Oct. 31
Campus Flick "Halloween Film Festival" 7 pm Kilworth

82, Seattle, WA 98104.

Christian Fellowship 7 pm Kilworth
Recital "Edward Seferian", violin & "William Doppman", piano 8:15 pm Jacobsen
Victory Music Hall "Eric Park" & "Jane Voss" 9 pm $1

The National Park Experience—A Bicentennial
Perspective Program will be held Oct. 30, at 730 pm in

india travel study meeting

Thompson 148.

The 2nd meeting or students interested in the PACIFIC

Speakers include John A. Rutter, retiring Regional

RIM & INDIA TRAVEL STUDY PROGRAM scheduled

Director of the Pacific NW Region of the National Park

for 1977-78 (nine months) will be held Mon., Oct. 27 4
pm in Jones 203. Participants in this program will need to

Service, Daniel J. Tobin, Superintendent of Mount
Rainier National Park and Glenn D. Gallison, Associate

take courses on this campus prior to departure in late

Regional Director for Cooperative Activities of the Pacific

summer, 1977. Two of the courses are offered next
semester only. Early commitment and preparation are
essential.

NW Region of the National Park Service. Featured will be
films of Mt. McKinley National Park and Glacier Bay

drug workshop scheduled
Want to know about drugs and their effects, about

homecoming events
FRIDAY -OCTOBER 24

park presentation upcoming

National Monument. An open discussion period will
follow the presentation.

methadone maintenance, about the uses of drugs and the

This program is an opportunity for the people of the

personal testimony of abusers?
The Drug Service System is presenting a Community

Tacoma area to gain knowledge of the current

Awareness Drug Workshop, Thursday, October 30 at 7

Northwest Region.

management of our National Park System in the Pacific

pm in the Bethlehem Baptist Church, 1725 S. I St. For

It is sponsored by the UPS Phi Sigma chapter and the

more information contact the Drug Service System, 1306

Puget Sound chapter of the Izaak Walton League of

S. K St.-572-4750.

American.

Last day to vote for King & Queen, voting also at Dance.
HOMECOMING BALL - Band: "Fancy That" $2.00 per ticket. Top of The
Ocean
Ballroom, 9-12:30 pm, tickets on sale in SUB, Tunnels, and at the
door ....
Remi.Formal.
SATURDAY -OCTOBER 25
1) Logger Pancake Breakfast - 9 pm Fieldhouse
21 Spirit Parade - Floats meet at Piggly Wiggly parking lot on 6th and Union
at 11:30 sharp .. Route available in Programs Office, 212 SUB. Ends at
Baker Stadium Floats will be judged in front of Jones Hall Circle.
Football Game - Chico State vs. Loggers - 1:30 Baker Stadium
Halftime Activities
interdorrn superstar marathon

kups announces week's programs
Monday, October 27:
Matthew Silverman presents one hour with Dan
Fogleberg, 10 pm
I uesday, October 28
Jason C. Barnard presents Born to Run, the new Bruce
Springstein album, 10 pm.
Wednesday, October 29
Karen Mallory presents the new Elton John album, 9
Pm.
Thursday, October 30

announcement of King and Queen

Kevin Byrne presents "Macho", the new Gabor Szabo

announcement of Winning Float

album, 5 pm

Human tunnels on field for players

Saturday, November 1

51 Concert - Cheech ana Chong with Cecilio and Kapono, UPS Fieldhouse 8

KUPS will cover the Logger football game at 1:15

Pm.
$3.00-UPS Students with ID Card, %4.00—General Public. On Sale in

with Robert Reppas and Chuck Bachman.

Programs Office, 212 SUB 3-5 Daily and at the door.

pm to midnight.

Michael Bachman presents three hours of jazz from 9

